Ganglion cell loss in RCS rat retina: a result of compression of axons by contracting intraretinal vessels linked to the pigment epithelium.
In the dystrophic Royal College of Surgeons (RCS) rat retina, there is a progressive loss of photoreceptors. As a result, the retinal circulation becomes apposed to the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) and neovascular formations develop. RPE and inner nuclear layer cells migrate along these vessels towards the retinal ganglion cell (RGC) layer. The retinal layers gradually become disrupted, and some of the RGC axon bundles involute into the retina. These bundles are always associated with blood vessels, and there is evidence of axon damage where they juxtapose. In wholemount preparations of dystrophic retinae (> or =6 months of age), abrupt changes are observed in the trajectory of RGC axon bundles, where they are crossed by circumferential vessels. Degenerative profiles can be seen at these locations. Visualisation of RGCs with Fluoro-gold shows wedge-shaped sectors in the dystrophic retina devoid of labelling, initially in the ventral retina but later spreading dorsally. It is hypothesised that the vessels supplying the neovascular formations contract and pull surface vessels into the retina, thus displacing any axon bundles that lie beneath them into the inner plexiform layer. The contractility may be an intrinsic property of the vessels or it may be conferred by the cells migrating along them. Axonal transport becomes blocked at the points of tension, thereby causing retrograde degeneration of the parent RGCs. Because RGC loss is also a feature of human retinitis pigmentosa, the RCS rat may provide a model to test interventions devised to prevent such loss following photoreceptor degeneration. This model also may be useful for testing methods designed to control blood vessel and matrix formation.